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Tactile 
combinations
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Tactile 
combinations
Wooden cabinets in oak and black combine with various finishes of Lundhs 
Real Stone to create a true focal point in this kitchen scheme. The silk finish 
of the countertop is beautifully complemented by the polished high gloss, 
silk and honed surfaces of the hexagon tiles adorning the backsplash and 

floor space. Stone type: Larvikite / Lundhs Blue. 

LUNDHS Blue for your kitchen
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A GORGEOUS BLEND OF NATURAL MATERIALS  
A stunning combination of natural materials, the oak and stone 
in this kitchen complement each other perfectly to create a 
contemporary yet delicate color scheme. Hexagon tiles used on 
both the kitchen backsplash and the floor deliver a unique 
design statement. 

Using the same stone in a range of surface finishes, the tiles 
have been placed in an unstructured format, reflecting the light 
differently across the floor and splashback. 

STONE AND SURFACE FINISHES:
Tiles: Lundhs Blue in high gloss polished, silk, honed.
Countertop: Lundhs Blue in silk. 

A silk finish has an elegant matte and lightly structured finish. 
This provides a soft and more subtle look, where the crystals 
gently catch the light. 

A honed finish delivers a smooth matte appearance. The crystals 
will still be visible but not too shiny.

A polished finish gives the stone a smooth high gloss appearance, 
which complements the blue tones of the material as the crystals 
reflect their surroundings.

Hexagon tiles with different surface 
finishes bring the floor to life. 

LUNDHS  Blue
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Create a natural focal 
point by using solid stone 
as a splashback.
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UNDERMOUNTED SINK

By undermounting the sink, you 
accentuate the beauty of the 
solid stone. 

VARIATIONS & COMBINATIONS

By painting some wall areas in the same 
color as the cabinets and covering others 
with stone, this kitchen delivers a fresh 
and colorful feeling. 

Fresh ideas
When planning your kitchen design it’s important to consider your walls as well 

as your countertop. Discover some ideas on how you can create a fresh and personal 
style by incorporating stone into your kitchen in a new and exciting way. 

COLOR HARMONY

Walls: St Pauls Blue 
Stone: Lundhs Royal 
Shelves: Oak
Lamps and faucet: Black matte
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Using the same stone on 
both vertical and horizontal 
surfaces will add a new 
dimension to the kitchen.  
Find more inspiration at lundhsrealstone.com
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WHY NOT OPT FOR A HIGH STATEMENT 
BACKSPLASH? 

Complemented by stunning deep gray 
cabinetry and a contemporary aesthetic, 
the silk finish of the Lundhs Emerald 
surface creates a true focal point in this 
kitchen color scheme.

HEAT RESISTANT UP TO 572 °F

Lundhs Real Stone is heat resistant up to 572 °F 
– meaning you can put hot pots and pans directly 
on the surface without any worries.

The silk finish has an elegant matte and lightly
structured finish. This provides a soft and more subtle 
look, where the crystals gently catch the light. This 
contemporary finish is ideal for use on a large 
surface and if you want to avoid a mirroring effect.

COLOR HARMONY

Walls: Color Sommersne (a grayish white) 
Cabinets: S7500N (dark gray)
Stone: Lundhs Emerald in silk finish

Some greenery will add a touch of freshness.
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Jenkins & Uhnger

We really like the way the 
materials play, relate and 
complement each other. 
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TABLEWARE ACCESSORIES FOR THE HOME
Norwegian natural stone specialists, Lundhs, is delighted to
announce the launch of a brand new limited edition accessories 
collection.

Created in collaboration with British and Norwegian design duo 
Jenkins & Uhnger, Essence is a series of tableware accessories 
for the home that uses Lundhs’ iconic Larvikite materials. The 
exclusive series is made up of three boards, two vases, three 
trays and a pestle and mortar using the exquisite Lundhs 
Emerald, Lundhs Royal and Lundhs Antique complemented by 
wood and brass detailing.

Characterized by graceful smooth curves, the exceptional series 
of limited edition pieces depicts the delicate and unique nature 
of each stone’s character. Catching the light in its elliptical 
shape, each product serves as both a statement design piece 
and practical kitchen accessory.

Essence by 
Jenkins & Uhnger

Created in collaboration with British and Norwegian design duo 
Jenkins & Uhnger, Essence is a series of tableware accessories for the 

home that uses Lundhs’ iconic Larvikite materials.

New limited edition accessories collection
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Speaking of the launch, Marketing Director Hege Lundh says, 
“Here at Lundhs it’s really important for us to demonstrate the 
wide range of use that natural stone has. We have been working 
with designers from Norway and abroad on selected projects 
over the past few years and have experienced an increased 
interest in using natural stone. It is for this reason that we are 
now launching a series of high-end exclusive objects made of 
Norwegian natural stone, created by Norwegian designers, 
produced in Scandinavia.”

NATURAL MATERIALS

Natural stone and oak complement 
each other beautifully within the Essence 
accessories collection.

Stone: LUNDHS  Emerald
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Designers Thomas Jenkins and Sverre Uhnger commented:  
“We have been working with Lundhs on several occasions since 
we first met in 2015. Larvikite is a well-known and highly regarded 
stone in Norway and a natural choice for designers and archi-
tects. Every material has its own character and properties that 
make it suitable for different uses. We really appreciate working 
with natural materials because of their appeal to the user and 
creating shapes and functions that enhance the aesthetic of a 
material is something we always strive for. Natural stone has its 
limits but for us that is something that gives the creative process 

direction. We really like the way the materials play, relate and 
complement each other. That they can be used in different 
rooms and situations, making them versatile and they are 
something we personally would like to use everyday.”

The Essence collection is available for purchase at 
shop.lundhsrealstone.com

Jenkins & Uhnger

Every material 
has its own 
character and 
properties. 
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STATEMENT BASIN
A solid stone basin will add a natural touch to any bathroom. 
Pair the soft brown tones of Lundhs Antique with brass fixtures 
for an effortlessly stylish space. 

For more details visit lundhsrealstone.com

TILES IN REAL STONE
Opting for tiles in solid stone will deliver a depth of surface and 
color that is difficult to achieve with ceramics. Here, Lundhs 
Antique tiles have been positioned in a herringbone pattern 
providing an exquisite touch to the scheme and adding a bit of 
interest to the space. 

Antique beauty
In this small bathroom, Lundhs Antique has been used on all surfaces. 

Delivering a touch of finesse and sparkle, brass details have been seamlessly 
incorporated while the varying finishes and patterns of the stonework together 
to create a flawlessly exquisite space. From the smooth honed surface of the 

herringbone wall and floor tiles to the statement basin crafted entirely from Lundhs 
Real Stone, this color scheme is the perfect demonstration of natural beauty.   

LUNDHS Antique for your bathroom
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Step outside
With its unique blend of feldspar crystals glistening in 

the sunshine, Lundhs Real Stone is brought to life through 
the reflections of the outdoors. 

LUNDHS Blue for the pool area
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AN EXTREMELY STRONG AND DURABLE MATERIAL
Boasting a number of aesthetic and practical qualities, Lundhs Real 
Stone is suitable for a number of applications, from swimming pool 
linings and surrounds to alfresco kitchen work surfaces and 
countertops. 

DIFFERENT FINISHES 
Outdoor surface areas often require different finishes to interior 
settings. All Lundhs Real Stones are available in finishes that are 
suitable for outdoor areas, whether it’s for a pool, a terrace or an 
outdoor kitchen. For more information and inspiration visit 
lundhsrealstone.com

Made from Larvikite, one of the most unique and strongest 
materials in the world, Lundhs Real Stone is truly one of a kind. 
Crafted by nature 300 million years ago and quarried on the 
southern coast of Norway in Larvik, there is no other place in the 
world where you can find the same type of natural stone.

As visually arresting as it is practical, Lundhs Blue, used in and 
around this outdoor pool, has extremely low absorption properties, 
meaning it is not affected by the outdoor elements or swimming 
pool chemicals. Inside the pool, high gloss polished tiles have 
been used whilst a silk finish has been used on the surround to 
create a less slippery surface.  

LUNDHS Blue

LUNDHS Royal / Polished
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Lundhs Royal, shown here in a flamed 
finish, is ideal for use on outdoor areas. 
The slightly dry surface is safe to walk 
on in all weather conditions.

LUNDHS Royal / Flamed
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Crafted by nature – Refined for living
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 SCRATCH RESISTANT 
Extremely durable and resistant to scratches 
from daily wear and tear.

 HEAT RESISTANT UP TO 575 °F 
Hot pots and pans can be placed directly 
on the countertop without any risk of 
burning the surface.

 WATER RESISTANT 
Extremely low absorption. Resists water and 
other food-related liquid stains.

 UV RESISTANT 
Colors will not fade when exposed to 
sunlight.

 EASY TO MAINTAIN 
Requires no regular maintenance. Simply 
wipe clean with warm water and mild soap.

 STAIN RESISTANT 
Ultra-high density. Resists staining from 
coffee, tea, oil, wine, and acid etching from 
citrus fruits.

 FROST RESISTANT 
The material will resist changes due to 
thermal shock, and will not expand in 
freezing climates.

 ABRASION RESISTANT 
The surface will resist abrasion even in high 
traffic areas such as floors and pavements.

All LUNDHS Real Stone materials are tested in accordance to ASTM and European Standards. Read more at lundhsrealstone.com.



Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest

Find your local dealer on

lundhsrealstone.com
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